
New release: “The Blue Hour” 

“Music that brings you on a journey through a string-sonic universe, that unites 
the dirty energy of rock music with the dusty and longing vibe of country music, 
and the rich harmonics of jazz music.” Jazzklubben. 

New release from Nordal Twang feat. Fredrik Lundin. 
“The Blue Hour” is the third album by the band, where the guitar universe of 
Jesper Nordal expands and develops explosively in collaboration with Frederik 
Lundin’s expressive playing. 
The music is energetic and present, while being both raw and sincere. 
The band has taken the album a step further, not compromising the expression. 
The album consists of thoroughly composed passages and wild solo 
performances, based on the band’s strongly founded nerve and collaboration. 
There are many layers added to the music, which one can explore and be 
captivated by. Nordal Twang find their place between americana inspired rock 
and nordic blue jazz. The album provides a true fusion between rock and jazz. 
The band is focused on the collaborative energy of the music, and is seeking 
possibilities of new expressions, found in the breaches of the music. The tracks 
are tightly composed, often parted in two, transforming from one expression to 
another. All the tracks contain a certain level of unpredictability and improvisation.  
Nordal Twang plays instrumental jazz/rock with great ambitions. The music 
provides broad soundscapes and invites you to experience the energy of jazz and 
the power of rock. 
Supported by the Koda - Danish Music-rights organization . 

Jesper Nordal  
Guitar, various string instruments, 
loops and bandleader. Plays with 
among others: the Orchestra, Nordal 
Twang, Danish National Big Band 

Esben Eyermann 
Electric and acoustic bass. Plays 
with among others: Arve Henriksen, 
Niels Økland, Hans Ulrik. 

Jesper Uno Kofoed 
Drums. Plays with among others: 
Stine Michel, Tone of Voice 
Orchestra, Refleks. 

Fredrik Lundin 
Saxophone. One of the great  
jazzprofiles in Scandinavia, 
Rewarded with Danish Music Award. 
Plays on countless releases: Maluba, 
Marilyn Mazur Tone of Voice and 
many more.

Nordal Twang  
feat. Fredrik Lundin 
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Nordal Twang 
Selected tracks: 

“Hymn” 
The first single of “The Blue Hour”: Powerful and potent; art rock and odd meters. 
The first part is raw and rock-based with a wild fuzz guitar solo. Through a poetic 
bass solo the track moves on to a spheric and evocative part with a powerful 
saxophone solo. 

“Little Choice” 
A poetic journey: A bright and breezy theme transforms into a blue atmosphere 
with an almost pop-inspired theme and a grand 70’s style guitar solo. 

“The Blue Hour” 
The title track of the album: A classic jazz-guitar trio number with a melodic and 
light vibe. Underlying flows a stream of blues and twang. 

“Intro Blue”  
From our first album: “Twang” released on Calibrated Records.  
The Intro is inspired by the mood of the dessert in the American planes. Dobro 
and the Nordic blue tone. . 
Here after comes a cool swinging blues theme where the band plays with an 
energetic interaction and responsiveness  that resolves into a powerfull guitarsolo. 

“Blade Running” 
From our second album: “South of the Border” released on Longlife Records. 
A tune with a tense energy. Arranged with big brass sounds and a sublime 
drumming. A twangy guitarsolo leads to powerfull sax solo by Fredrik Lundin, and 
it ends in a almost classical sounding brass ensemble.  

Reviews: 

Jazznyt: "It is countryjazz with the side window down. Its cosy and delicious as a 
can of beans and black coffee at the campfire in the middle of nowhere" 
Gaffa: "Breathtakingly beautiful instrumental jazz/blues/rock" 
Salt Peanuts: "South of the Border" is one of this years best releases" 
Fyens Stiftstidende: "a sincerely mood report from the universe of the guitar" 
Jazzklubben: "Music that brings you 
on a journey through the "string-
sonic" sound universe. It unites the 
dirty energy of the rock music with 
the dusty and longing vibe of the 
country music, and the rich 
harmonics of the jazz music"
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Nordal Twang feat: Fredrik Lundin 

Jesper Nordal: electric and acoustic 

guitars, loops  
Esben Eyermann: electric and acoustic 

bass  
Jesper Uno Kofoed: drums and percussion  
Fredrik Lundin: saxophone  
August Wanngren: trombone  

Recorded in “The Village” by Thomas Vang 

Mix: August Wanngren  
Mastering: Stockholm Mastering  

“The Blue Hour”

Tracklist:  

Hymn  
Little Choice  
Intro II  
Companion  
The Blue Hour  
April  
Quiet Zone  
Waves  
Double Bass  
Daydream  

All compositions by Jesper Nordal  
 
Cover Art: Grethe Nordal 

Supported by: 
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